
Past Future Continuous

Name: Result: Date: __/21  __/__/20__

He ________________________ his dead wife's wishes, and of course in
this there should be no delay.
1.

(carry out)

Jakuskin knew beforehand that the Czarina _______________________
here.
2.

(not/stay)

But then, for the baby's Christmas It never will do at all; For Santa Claus
______________________ For anything half so small.
3.

(not/look)

It _____________________ too far, in fact, to call us emotional idiots.4.
(not/go)

The quality of a novel and decisive contribution to the war
___________________.
5.

(lack)

Mrs. Peterkin feared the coffee ___________________ cold, and the
griddles were waiting.
6.

(get)

I'd have thought millions of people _________________________ every
month.
7.

(break down)

She had written him to come here-to the door in the court below, where
men ___________________-perhaps to take his life.
8.

(wait)

He said he felt it __________________ unfair advantage of their extreme
youth.
9.

(take)

When I got home she ___________________ in the dark of the road,
when I went out I met her coming round the corner.
10.

(lurk)

You hindered me for years by telling me that I ______________________
in your tears.
11.

(travel)

And then you ________________ around demanding a Venus to make
you forget the other two.
12.

(run)

If all the stars rose equally he _________________ straight up, and if
they all dropped equally he'd be moving straight down.
13.

(climb)
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But at the bottom of the low springs they were there right enough, and
sometimes they _________________ in the sea and sometimes they
________________ on the rocks.

14.

(swim) (sit)

He _____________________ to the Catwick himself, not knowing
whether it was jungle or bald rock.
15.

(not/go)

Probably she ___________________ the agent everything on his next
trip to the ranch.
16.

(tell)

It ____________________, boy, but for one thing.17. (steal)

Why, I ________________ you of everything in the world.18. (rob)

I shall not relate all that was said, as it ______________________ the
same ground twice, but refer the reader to the regular narrative.
19.

(go over)

Maybe he ___________________ an old coat pinned with a safety-pin.20.
(wear)
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